
Notes and manual for SOS Website: 

 

Squarespace controls most aspects of the website, the primary setup was chosen when we choose a 

template and we have modified the template page with our own custom code. 

 

For the whole website there is a large CSS code file with many customizations for the design of the 

website, this is located under the design menu on squarepace under “Custom CSS” 

I am going to leave a copy of the latest code backups and examples on our new antiques page 

On individual webpages there are two more spots where we find some custom code.  This is located 

where you edit the page under the page settings and page content settings buttons. 

 

Here is what you need to know to update a custom setting on the main css code. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Here is an example css code block: 

#block-yui_3_17_2_3_1439682465443_15231 

{ 

    height: -200px; 

    padding: -200px; 

  line-height: 1px; 

  top-margin: 0px; 

  padding-bottom: 0px; 

  padding-top: 0px; 

  bottom-margin:-40px; 

  padding-bottom:0px; 

} 

 

The easiest way to figure out what the block number is would be to download a google chrome add-on 

called squarespace block identifier and it will show you the block numbers when it is on.   You can then 

use existing code or look up code to affect that block of the website. 

 

So for changes or repairs or additions keep in mind there is custom code on the design tab and also two 

places possible within the edit tool for each individual page. 

 

Squarespace also allows us to upload files like PDF’s but we have to create a new area on the website 

then upload a file then delete the new area.  The file will remain to access from a link or menu. 

 



 

This image above shows the block numbers turned on by the block identifier add on for google chrome 



 

This image above shows the Design section of squarespace where the custom css code is always backup! 

 



 

This image above shows the page edit section and on the right you will find the page and page content 

settings where other custom code may lurk under the advanced tab. 

 

We have used a lot of graphics instead of text so there are also indexes and tags in the code.  We used 

graphics to be able to have more control in typesetting, there are still images that could be improved. 

To create any new pages we must first copy the page then we have to go in and discover the new block 

numbers for the navigation areas of the page and copy the existing code to the new block numbers 

including all of them in the custom css area of the design tab.  Then the new pages will have the look 

and feel of all the other pages. 

We use ecwid as our shopping cart and ecwid also has custom code associated with the shopping cart 

and each item.  This is also mostly css code and must be considered for any adds or changes to the cart. 

Please note that there is code other than CSS code, but it is minor and ALL located in the areas on 

squarespace and ecwid described here. 



Shell code for new pages (how to create a new page) 

first use squarespace page editor to duplicate the page you are using as a model. 

You will notice the top bottom and left side navigation is not formatted or colored properly. 

You have to edit the main site css code AND the new pages settings advanced code. 

To do this you use the block identifier described in this manual and find the block for the top left and 

bottom three different block numbers on the new page you are making then use the code I am copying 

here (copy the appropriate block number to replace the ones here for each section.  Then also go to the 

page editors advanced setting and after identifying the same blocks on the original page, replace it in 

the advanced code settings for each of the three blocks form the original page. 

 


